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This handbook explores the challenges and opportunities for leadership and conflict
response in the context of Africa at several levels. Leadership plays a vital role in
affecting conflict response but is frequently only examined at the macro level of state,
government, and international organizations. This handbook addresses the need to
explore challenges and opportunities for leadership at several levels: macro (global,
regional, national), meso (NGOs, religious groups, academics), and micro (civil society
organizations, youth groups, women’s organizations). Analysis from multiple levels
provides a broader explanation of conflict dynamics and helps to fit localized conflict
transformation approaches into wider national or regional structures. The
multidisciplinary essays presented in this volume encompass the psychological,
political, and structural dimensions of conflict response and demonstrate how its
success is fundamentally linked to the style of effectiveness of leadership, among other
factors. The volume is divided into four thematic sections: Part I: The theory and
dynamics of conflict response and leadership Part II: Macro-level leadership
experiences in conflict response Part III: Meso-/micro-level leadership experiences in
conflict response Part IV: Recommendations for improved leadership in conflict
response This book will be of much interest to students of conflict resolution, peace
studies, African politics, security studies, and international relations, in general.
This book argues that a set of persuasive narratives about the links between natural
resource, armed conflict and peacebuilding have strongly influenced the natural
resource interventions pursued by international peacebuilders. The author shows how
international peacebuilders active in Liberia and Sierra Leone pursued a collective
strategy to transform “conflict resources” into “peace resources” vis-à-vis a policy
agenda that promoted “securitization” and “marketization” of natural resources.
However, the exclusive focus on securitization and marketization have been
counterproductive for peacebuilding since these interventions render invisible issues
connected to land ownership, environmental protection and sustainable livelihoods and
mirror pre-war governing arrangements in which corruption, exclusion and exploitation
took root. Natural resource governance and peacebuilding must go beyond narrow
debates about securitization and marketization, and instead be a catalyst for
trust–building and cooperation that has a local focus, and pursues an inclusive agenda
that not only serves the cause of peace, but the cause of people.
A challenge to conventional wisdom, this eye-opening account explains how
businesses can stabilise conflict and improve people's lives while still pursuing the
bottom line. Ours is an era of big companies, multinational brands and global business
power, but also of seemingly unending conflict. Corporate Peace examines how
corporations respond to the life-and-death business of war and peace. What happens
when they come up against Mexican drug cartels, or the Ebola epidemic in Liberia?
Through the experiences of behemoths such as Fiat, Veolia, BP and Unilever, Mary
Martin shows how big business is increasingly critical in building a safer world, in the
face of failed states, health pandemics, insurgencies and organised crime. Can
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companies do more than generate profits in the poorest and most fragile parts of the
world? Should they also shoulder responsibilities neglected by government? Martin
contends that corporations must move beyond simply 'doing no harm', or upholding
human rights. They are becoming part of the solution, contributing expertise and
investment to resolve complex issues of violence, authority and law. Corporate Peace
offers an alternative account of business, challenging our assumptions about security
and how companies function in an unstable world. It is an invitation to anyone
interested in how society works: to rethink how multinationals can mobilise their power
and influence for the common good.
"This work focuses on how individuals and communities navigate through, and out of,
conflict. Through theory and concept-building, and empirical examples, it investigates
the pro-peace tactical agency deployed by individuals and communities in conflictaffected contexts. It examines how compassion, humanity, civility, and solidarity can
take root in unlikely circumstances - even in the midst of war - and the possibility of
everyday peace scaling-up and out to disrupt violent conflict. The book develops a
number of key concepts, including Everyday Peace Power and Conflict Disruption, to
help us understand how everyday 'small peace' actions can accumulate into
movements and processes that may have wider significance. As well as a detailed
conceptualisation of everyday peace, the book is interested in how local-level peace
might connect with other levels (the national, international, and transnational) and uses
the notion of circuitry to explain how different levels of society might influence one
another. In an unusual departure for Peace and Conflict Studies, the book draws on
World War One and Two memoirs and personal diaries to investigate the possibility of
everyday peace in extreme circumstances (such as the battlefield) but also to illustrate
that many of the possibilities and challenges associated with everyday peace are in fact
timeless"-Het stadje Bedzin in Zuid-Polen ligt amper dertig kilometer van Auschwitz. Ongeveer
85.000 joden uit die streek zijn naar Auschwitz gedeporteerd en daar vergast. Mary
Fulbrook gaat na wat er in Bedzin precies is gebeurd tussen het najaar van 1939 en de
zomer van 1943, als de laatste transporten naar Auschwitz vertrekken en de streek
judenrein wordt verklaard. Daarbij richt ze zich vooral op de jonge Duitse
bestuursambtenaar Udo Klausa, die medeverantwoordelijk was voor de uitvoering van
het genocidale beleid ter plaatse. Het verhaal krijgt daardoor ook een persoonlijke
lading: Fulbrook heeft Klausa goed gekend en heeft uitvoerig met hem gesproken. Haar
minutieuze zoektocht naar de waarheid achter de onschuld waar Klausa zelf in
geloofde is onthullend en bijzonder verontrustend. Klausa behoorde niet tot de directe
daders en evenmin tot de omstanders. Hij maakte deel uit van de grote groep lagere
civiele beambten die door hun gezagsgetrouwe gedrag de Holocaust in hoge mate
hebben gefaciliteerd. 'Een mijlpaal in de historiografie van de Holocaust.' - The New
York Review of Books 'Fulbrook is op haar best in de analyse van Klausa's
ambivalenties en van de wijzen waarop hij kans ziet het barre verleden voor zichzelf en
anderen te verdonkeremanen.' De Gids 'Fulbrook toont op onontkoombare wijze hoe
schijnbaar fatsoenlijke mensen zich onder bepaalde omstandigheden kunnen gedragen
en hoezeer ze geneigd zijn dat te vergeten. Lees dit boek maar verwacht niet daarna
rustig te slapen.' - Bookgeeks Mary Fulbrook (Cardiff, 1951) is hoogleraar Duitse
geschiedenis aan University College London. Haar meest recente boeken zijn A History
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of Germany 1918-2008 (2008) en het vermaarde Dissonant Lives: Generations and
Violence through the German Dictatorships.
This book explores the last 25 years of international peacebuilding and recasts them as
a growing crisis of confidence in universal ideas of peacebuilding and self-government.
Since current peacebuilding interventions are abandoning domineering, top-down and
linear methodologies, and experimenting with context-sensitive, self-reflexive and
locally driven strategies, the book makes two suggestions. The first is that international
policymakers are embracing some of the critiques of liberal peace. For more than a
decade, scholarly critiques have pointed out the need to focus on everyday dynamics
and local initiatives and resistances to liberal peace in order to enable hybrid and longterm practice-based strategies of peacebuilding. Now, the distance between the policy
discourse and critical frameworks has narrowed. The second suggestion is that in
stepping away from liberal peace, a transvaluation of peacebuilding values is occurring.
Critiques are beginning to accept and valorise that international interventions will
continuously fail to produce sensitive results. The earlier frustrations with unexpected
setbacks, errors or contingencies are ebbing away. Instead, critiques normalise the
failure to promote stability and peace. This book will be of much interest to students of
peacebuilding, international intervention, conflict resolution, international organisations
and security studies in general.
The aftermath of modern conflicts, deeply rooted in political, economic and social
structures, leaves pervasive and often recurring legacies of violence. Addressing past
injustice is therefore fundamental not only for societal well-being and peace, but also for
future conflict prevention. In recent years, truth and reconciliation commissions have
become important but contentious mechanisms for conflict resolution and reconciliation.
This book fills a significant gap, examining the importance of context within transitional
justice and peace-building. It lays out long-term and often unexpected indirect effects of
formal and informal justice processes. Offering a novel conceptual understanding of
'procedural reconciliation' on the societal level, it features an in-depth study of
commissions in Peru and Sierra Leone, providing a critical analysis of the contribution
and challenges facing transitional justice in post-conflict societies. It will be of interest to
scholars and students of comparative politics, international relations, human rights and
conflict studies.
This edited volume focuses on the evolving nature of peacebuilding. Chapters address
important and timely questions, including how groups select their peacebuilding
methods, whether any form of violence is acceptable, and the role of neoliberalism.
Further, the contributions here, written from a variety of disciplinary perspectives,
evaluate the effectiveness of many historical and current peacebuilding efforts. The
book offers cutting edge work in the field of peace and conflict studies, and will be
useful to academics, students, and educators.

In Statu Nascendi is a peer-reviewed journal that aspires to be a world-class
scholarly platform encompassing original academic research dedicated to the
circle of Political Philosophy, Cultural Studies, Theory of International Relations,
Foreign Policy, and the political Decision-making process. The journal
investigates specific issues through a socio-cultural, philosophical, and
anthropological approach to raise a new type of civic awareness about the
complexity of contemporary crisis, instability, and warfare situations, where the
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“stage-of-becoming” plays a vital role. Issue 2021:2 comprises, amongst others,
the following articles: · Culture as Understood in the Thought of Emmanuel
Levinas and Hans-Georg Gadamer · Literature as a Modern Art (Letërsiasi art
modern) · Aristotle’s Phronesis and Socratic Skepticism: A Starting Point for the
Development of Applied Ethics · The 30th Anniversary of the Visegrád Group
(V4) Seen through the Perspective of Selected Integrationist Theories · Book
Review: Conflict Resolution Beyond the International Relations Paradigm
Evolving Designs as a Transformative Practice in Nagorno-Karabakh and Syria
by Philip Gamaghelyan
This innovative Handbook offers a new perspective on the cutting-edge
conceptual advances that have shaped – and continue to shape – the field of
intervention and statebuilding.
This Companion examines contemporary challenges in Peace and Conflict
Studies (PACS) and offers practical solutions to these problems. Bringing
together chapters from new and established global scholars, the volume explores
and critiques the foundations of Peace and Conflict Studies in an effort to
advance the discipline in light of contemporary local and global actors. The book
examines the following eight specific components of Peace and Conflict Studies:
Peace and conflict studies praxis Structure–agency tension as it relates to social
justice, nonviolence, and relationship building Gender, masculinity, and sexuality
The role of partnerships and allies in racial, ethnic, and religious peacebuilding
Culture and identity Critical and emancipatory peacebuilding International conflict
transformation and peacebuilding Global responses to conflict. It argues that new
critical and emancipatory peacebuilding and conflict transformation strategies are
needed to address the complex cultural, economic, political, and social conflicts
of the 21st century. This book will be of much interest to students of peace and
conflict studies, peace studies, conflict resolution, transitional justice,
reconciliation studies, social justice studies, and international relations.
This book suggests a new explanation for why international peace interventions
often fail to reach their full potential. Based on several years of ethnographic
research in conflict zones around the world, it demonstrates that everyday
elements - such as the expatriates' social habits and usual approaches to
understanding their areas of operation - strongly influence peacebuilding
effectiveness. Individuals from all over the world and all walks of life share
numerous practices, habits, and narratives when they serve as interveners in
conflict zones. These common attitudes and actions enable foreign
peacebuilders to function in the field, but they also result in unintended
consequences that thwart international efforts. Certain expatriates follow
alternative modes of thinking and acting, often with notable results, but they
remain in the minority. Through an in-depth analysis of the interveners' everyday
life and work, this book proposes innovative ways to better help host populations
build a sustainable peace.
Urban centres are at the heart of the dynamics of war and peace, of stability and
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violence: as ‘safe havens’ for those seeking protection, as concentrations of
public administrative and military apparatus, and as symbolic bases of state
sovereignty and public authority. Heavy fighting in South Sudan’s capital city of
Juba, post electoral protests and brutal killings in Bujumbura, Burundi, and
violent urban uprisings in Congo’s cities of Goma and Kinshasa, all demonstrate
that cities represent critical arenas in African conflict and post-conflict dynamics.
This comprehensive volume offers a profound analysis of the complex
relationship between the dynamics of violent conflict and urbanisation in Central
and Eastern Africa. The authors underline the need to look simultaneously at
cities to understand ongoing conflict and violence, and at conflict-dynamics to
understand current urbanisation processes in this part of the world. Building on
empirical and analytical insights from cities in Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, DR
Congo, South Sudan and Kenya, this collection demonstrates how emerging
urbanism in the larger Great-Lakes region and its Eastern neighbours presents a
fascinating window to investigate the transformative power of protracted violent
conflict. This book was originally published as a special issue of the Journal of
Eastern African Studies.
In this landmark collection, the voices of pathmakers and innovators in
peacebuilding evaluation are assembled to provide new direction for the field.
Stock is taken of the development and challenges of engaging in the real-time
learning that evaluation requires. Best practices for overcoming challenges are
discussed and critiqued, as well as some of the basic assumptions guiding the
field. New means of gathering information and understanding conflict processes
are offered and examined. To continue to evolve and strengthen peacebuilding
practices and professionalism, multiple calls are issued for collaborative learning
and a field-wide effort at community inquiry.
De gruwelijke beelden van oorlogen en genocide die we op het nieuws zien
geven ons de indruk dat onze tijd de gewelddadigste aller tijden is. Het
omgekeerde is waar, laat Steven Pinker zien in Ons beter ik.. Hoe komt het dat
we ons zoveel menselijker gedragen? Ons leven is verbeterd - en zo gaan we
indirect andermans leven meer waarderen. En hoe meer we met anderen te
maken krijgen, des te meer groeit onderling begrip, zelfs al is dat soms uit
egoïsme. Pinker laat zien dat empathie en zelfbeheersing op den duur sterkere
eigenschappen zijn dan sadisme en wraak. Ons beter ik is een indrukwekkende,
onmisbare geschiedenis van de menselijke omgang en een boek voor de
eeuwigheid. STEVEN PINKER (Montréal, 1954) is een experimenteel
psycholoog, en professor in Psychologie aan Harvard University. Hij schreef over
taal en intelligentie in onder andere Het taalinstinct (1994), Hoe de menselijke
geest werkt (1997), Het onbeschreven blad (2002) en De stof van het denken
(2007). Het unieke van Steven Pinker is dat hij zijn antwoorden op zoveel
terreinen zoekt: psychologie, taalkunde, evolutiebiologie - en dat maakt hem ook
meteen iemand die vanuit veel hoeken op debat en controverse kan rekenen. 'De
stof van het denken is een rijk boek waarin Pinker laat zien hoe de werkelijkheid
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de taal bepaalt en de manier waarop we daarmee als biologische en sociale
dieren hebben leren omgaan.' - DE STANDAARD 'Wie op de hoogte wil raken
van een fascinerende nieuwe wetenschap, en bovendien graag spannende
populair-wetenschappelijke boeken leest, moet zich Het taalinstinct niet laten
ontgaan.' - TROUW
Thousands of people around the world are maimed and killed by landmines and
unexploded ammunition every year. International law classifies landmines as 'evil
in themselves', but minefields are expressions of 'political minefields' that create
them and allow them to persist. In this travelogue through Iraq, Laos, Cambodia,
Bosnia, Afghanistan, Sudan, South Sudan and New York City, we follow Matthew
Bolton's quest for solutions to the landmine crisis and emerging autonomous
weapons. Throughout his journey we meet deminers, paramilitaries, journalists,
mercenaries, diplomats, aid workers, and campaigners working in and around the
minefields. It is a must-read for those working to alleviate the devastation of war.
Throughout history, there has been conflict and the clashing of ideas. Although this has
assisted in creating political and societal structures, it has also led to civil unrest, cases of
severe discord, and war. Political Mediation in Modern Conflict Resolution: Emerging Research
and Opportunities is a critical scholarly resource that examines the pursuit of peace in global
civil war and conflict through the use of mediation. Featuring coverage on a broad range of
topics, such as intercultural communication, social psychology, and conflict theory, this
publication is geared towards academicians, students, and researchers seeking relevant and
current research on governmental approaches to pursuing peace in instances of conflict and
strife.
This book examines military and civilian actors in international interventions and offers a new
analytical framework to apply on such interventions. While it is frequently claimed that success
in international interventions hinges largely on military–civilian coherence, cooperation has
proven challenging to achieve in practice. This book examines why this is the case, by
analysing various approaches employed by military and civilian actors and discussing the
different relationships between the intervening actors and those upon whom they have
intervened. The work analyses different military concepts, such as peacekeeping and
counterinsurgency, and the often-troubled relationship between the humanitarian and military
intervening actors. It presents a new analytical framework to examine these relationships
based on identification theory, which illuminates how the interveners represent those they have
been deployed to engage, as well as their own identity and role. As such the book offers an
enhanced understanding of the challenges related to civil-military cooperation in international
interventions, as well as a theoretical contribution to the study of interventions, more generally.
This book will be of much interest to students of international interventions, military studies,
peacekeeping, security studies and International Relations.
Research and Writing in International Relations, Third Edition, offers the step-by-step guidance
and the essential resources needed to compose political science papers that go beyond
description and into systematic and sophisticated inquiry. This book provides concise, easy-touse advice to help students develop more advanced papers through step-by-step descriptions,
examples, and resources for every stage of the paper writing process. The book focuses on
areas where students often need guidance: understanding how international relations theory
fits into research, finding a topic, developing a question, reviewing the literature, designing
research, and last, writing the paper. Including current and detailed coverage on how to start
research in the discipline’s major subfields, Research and Writing in International Relations
gives students a classroom-tested approach that leads to better research and writing in
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introductory and advanced classes. New to the Third Edition: A new first chapter that gives an
overview of the relationship between international relations theory and research in international
relations, demonstrating how theoretical frameworks shape the concepts utilized, topics
selected, and questions posed in international relations research. Revised topic chapters that
include updates to the scholarly literature and data sources Revised descriptions of the areas
of study that incorporate new research topics (like global inequality) Additional perspectives
from international relations theory.
Post-conflict societies are commonly constructed as weak, fragile, and failed states. Economic
recovery, risks of renewed violent conflict, natural resource degradation, and poverty
alleviation become prioritized agendas of donor countries and international institutions. Billions
of dollars on development policy and governance reform have been invested. However,
misapplication, ineffectiveness, and foreign aid dependency have become a controversial
debate on "whose policy, whose governance, and whose outcomes." To understand the
problems, the author employs a blend of social constructionism and discourse theory to
establish a platform for understanding and discussing hegemonic aid conditionality on recipient
governments. The theories also help analyze how the meanings of "post-conflict governance"
are socially, economically, and politically constructed and used in state building, state
apparatuses, institutional building, and policy-making process. He reveals that the
philosophical and theoretical knowledge that underlies the interface between the mode of
governance and policy design create the consensus of values, norms and indicators between
experts, public servants, donors and communities in post-conflict settings. The author also
shares illuminating case studies by way of his considerable wealth of experience leading
reconstructive efforts in Afghanistan and Cambodia.
.
This volume examines the role of international law in shaping and regulating transitional
contexts, including the institutions, policies and procedures that have been developed to steer
constitutional regime changes in countries affected by catalytic events. The book offers a new
perspective on the phenomenon of conflict-related transitions, whereby societies are reconstitutionalized through a set of interim governance arrangements subject to variable
degrees of internationalization. Specifically, this volume interrogates the relevance,
contribution and perils of international law for this increasingly widespread phenomenon of
inserting an auxiliary phase between two ages of constitutional government. It develops a more
nuanced understanding of the various international legal discourses surrounding conflict- and
political crisis-related transitional governance by studying the contextual factors that influence
the transitional arrangements themselves, with a specific focus on international aspects,
including norms, actors and related forms of expertise. In doing so, the book builds an
important bridge between comparative constitutional law and international legal scholarship in
the practical and highly dynamic terrain of transitional governance. This book will be of much
interest to practitioners and students of international law, diplomacy, mediation, security
studies and International Relations.
Social media increasingly shapes the way in which we perceive conflicts and conflict parties
abroad. Conflict parties, therefore, have started using social media strategically to influence
public opinion abroad. This book explores the phenomenon by examining, (1) which strategies
of external communication conflict parties use during asymmetric conflicts and (2) what shapes
the selection of these communication strategies. In a comprehensive case study of the conflict
in Israel and Palestine, Bernd Hirschberger shows that the selection of strategies of external
communication is shaped by the (asymmetric) conflict structure.
Comparing armed conflicts primes the production of categories that, when mobilized, can alter
the trajectories of the conflicts. Considering the political dynamism of spaces of conflict and
intervention, and that practitioners regularly seek out academic expertise, this book discusses
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the possibilities and limits of comparative approaches to understanding armed conflict and
intervention. Capacity-building experts, development workers, international organizations, and
diplomats use their previous experiences and bring them into new contexts to understand and
respond to their environment. Conflict actors can also make comparisons to buttress their
political position in negotiations, consolidate their control over fighters, and as calls for
transnational rebel solidarity. The use of such comparisons is an inherently political move and
it has an impact on the production of scientific knowledge, on conflict dynamics themselves,
and on the formulation and implementation of conflict management policy: comparison is
inherently a practice of order-making. While there are important epistemological and
methodological stakes associated with researchers engaging in comparison, there are also
important productive effects connected to the research avenues taken. The chapters in this
book were originally published in the Civil Wars.

In this forward-looking book, the authors consider how the United Nations
Security Council could assist in addressing the global security challenges brought
about by climate change. Contributing authors contemplate how the UNSC could
prepare for this role; progressing the debate from whether and why the council
should act on climate insecurity, to how? Scholars, activists, and policy makers
will find this book a fertile source of innovative thinking and an invaluable basis
on which to develop policy.
Peacebuilding Paradigms focuses on how seven paradigms from the
Comparative Politics, International Relations, and Policy Analysis subfields Realism, Liberalism, Constructivism, Cosmopolitanism, Critical Theories,
Locality, and Policy - analyze peacebuilding. The contributors explore the
arguments of each paradigm, and then compare and contrast them. This book
suggests that a hybrid approach that incorporates useful insights from each of
these paradigms best explains how and why peacebuilding projects and policies
succeed in some cases, fail in others, and provide lessons learned. Rather than
merely using a theoretical approach, the authors use case studies to
demonstrate why a focus on just one paradigm alone as an explanatory model is
insufficient. This collection directly at how peacebuilding theory affects
peacebuilding policies, and provides recommendations for best practices for
future peacebuilding missions.
Using empirical qualitative research, this book conceptualises and demonstrates
the value of local practical knowledge for peacebuilding in the context of Northern
Ireland. There are increasing calls to involve local people to ensure legitimacy,
relevance, and sustainability when seeking to build peace and transform violent
conflict. However, as peacebuilding becomes increasingly professionalised, this
raises fundamental questions about whose knowledge matters for building peace
and what kind of knowledge matters. Seeking to address these questions and to
learn from applied practice, this book provides a qualitative empirical research
study, investigating 40 practitioners active in conflict transformation at a
grassroots level in Northern Ireland over 50 years. This research led not only to
recapturing lost knowledge from practitioners, but also to a neglected ‘virtue’ –
the Aristotelian concept of practical wisdom, phronesis. This book argues that
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phronesis has deepened our understanding of why ‘local’ practical knowledge is
vitally important and calls for its global rediscovery as knowledge necessary for
building sustainable peace. This book will be of much interest to practioners and
students in the fields of peacebuilding, conflict resolution, philosophy, and British
and Irish politics.
As of September 2017, the United Nations alone deployed 110,000 uniformed
personnel from 122 countries in fifteen peacekeeping operations worldwide.
Soldiers in these missions are important actors who not only have considerable
responsibility for implementing peace and stability operations but also have a
concomitant influence on their goals and impact. Yet we know surprisingly little
about the factors that prompt soldiers' behavior. Despite being deployed on the
same mission under similar conditions, various national contingents display
significant, systematic differences in their actions on the ground. In Military
Cultures in Peace and Stability Operations, Chiara Ruffa challenges the widely
held assumption that military contingents, regardless of their origins, implement
mandates in a similar manner. She argues instead that military culture—the set of
attitudes, values, and beliefs instilled into an army and transmitted across
generations of those in uniform —influences how soldiers behave at the tactical
level. When soldiers are abroad, they are usually deployed as units, and when a
military unit deploys, its military culture goes with it. By investigating where
military culture comes from, Ruffa demonstrates why military units conduct
themselves the way they do. Between 2007 and 2014, Ruffa was embedded in
French and Italian units deployed under comparable circumstances in two
different kinds of peace and stability operations: the United Nations Interim Force
in Lebanon and the NATO mission in Afghanistan. Based on hundreds of
interviews, she finds that while French units prioritized patrolling and the display
of high levels of protection and force—such as body armor and weaponry—Italian
units placed greater emphasis on delivering humanitarian aid. She concludes that
civil-military relations and societal beliefs about the use of force in the units' home
country have an impact on the military culture overseas, soldiers' perceptions and
behavior, and, ultimately, consequences for their ability to keep the peace.
This book critically examines the relationship between protecting human rights
and building peace in post-violence societies. It explores the conditions that must
be present, and strategies that should be adopted, for the former to contribute to
the latter. The author argues that human rights can aid peacebuilding efforts by
helping victims of past violence to articulate their grievance, and by encouraging
the state to respond to and provide them with a meaningful remedy. This usually
happens either through a process of adjudication, whereby human rights can
offer guidance to the judiciary as to the best way to address such grievances, or
through the passing and implementation of human rights laws and policies that
seek to promote peace. However, this positive relationship between human rights
and peace is both qualified and context specific. Through an interdisciplinary and
comparative analysis of four case studies, the book identifies the conditions that
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can support the effective use of human rights as peacebuilding tools. Developing
these, the book recommends a series of strategies that peacebuilders should
adopt and rely on.
Experimenteel psycholoog Steven Pinker verdedigt in zijn boek ‘Verlichting nu’
vurig de waarden van de Verlichting. Met behulp van de wetenschap en het
humanisme zullen we de problemen die we hebben als mensheid oplossen en
verder gaan op het pad van de vooruitgang. Wie de krant erop naslaat, is
geneigd te denken dat de wereld gedoemd is ten onder te gaan, of dat de
periode van vooruitgang voorgoed voorbij is Steven Pinker laat zich echter niet
gek maken en kijkt naar de feiten. En die zijn hoopvol. We worden gezonder,
rijker, leven meer in vrede, en zijn zelfs steeds gelukkiger. En dat is niet alleen zo
in het rijke Westen, maar overal ter wereld. De oorzaak? Het vertrouwen in
wetenschap en redelijk denken dat sinds de Verlichting steeds wijder is
verspreid. Wat wel waar is: die Verlichting staat onder druk. Er is scepsis tegen
wetenschap, en demagogen proberen het vertrouwen in redelijk denken te
ondermijnen.
While many have argued in the past decade that peace and conflict studies must
engage more with local actors and communities, and scholars regularly describe
the importance of local context and culture for building sustainable peace, there
are substantial challenges methodologically to fulfilling this ‘local turn’. Many
peace and conflict studies scholars are inexperienced with methods appropriate
for engaging with local communities, contexts and cultures, and many of the
important institutions in the field, from key journals to important funders, exhibit a
continuing preference for quantitative studies. The Ethnographic Peace Research
(EPR) agenda has recently been developed in response to these challenges and
is one of the key avenues to providing a methodological complement to the more
theoretically-focused local turn literature. This volume explores the application of
the EPR approach in a number of post-conflict and conflict-affected societies
around the world. While some chapters take a largely theoretical approach, most
consider the practical application and the different kinds of methods that may be
useful components of an EPR project. Together, the authors provide new insights
into the benefits, challenges, and ethics of the emerging EPR agenda. This book
was originally published as a special issue of the journal International
Peacekeeping.
Why do warring parties turn to United Nations peacekeeping and peacemaking
even when they think it will fail? Dayal asks why UN peacekeeping survived its
early catastrophes in Somalia, Rwanda, and the Balkans, and how this survival
should make us reconsider how peacekeeping works. She makes two key
arguments: first, she argues the UN's central role in peacemaking and
peacekeeping worldwide means UN interventions have structural consequences
– what the UN does in one conflict can shift the strategies, outcomes, and options
available to negotiating parties in other conflicts. Second, drawing on interviews,
archival research, and process-traced peace negotiations in Rwanda and
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Guatemala, Dayal argues warring parties turn to the UN even when they have
little faith in peacekeepers' ability to uphold peace agreements – and even little
actual interest in peace – because its involvement in negotiation processes
provides vital, unique tactical, symbolic, and post-conflict reconstruction benefits
only the UN can offer.
In the aftermath of the Liberian civil war, groups of ex-combatants seized control
of natural resource enclaves in the rubber, diamond, and timber sectors. With
some of them threatening a return to war, these groups were widely viewed as
the most significant threats to Liberia's hard-won peace. Building on fieldwork
and socio-historical analysis, this book shows how extralegal groups are driven to
provide basic governance goods in their bid to create a stable commercial
environment. This is a story about how their livelihood strategies merged with the
opportunities of Liberia's post-war political economy. But it is also a contextspecific story that is rooted in the country's geography, its history of state-making,
and its social and political practices. This volume demonstrates that extralegal
groups do not emerge in a vacuum. In areas of limited statehood, where the state
is weak and political authority is contested, where rule of law is corrupted and
government distrust runs deep, extralegal groups can provide order and dispute
resolution, forming the basic kernel of the state. This logic counters the prevailing
'spoiler' narrative, forcing us to reimagine non-state actors and recast their roles
as incidental statebuilders in the evolutionary process of state-making. This leads
to a broader argument: it is trade, rather than war, that drives contemporary
statebuilding. Along the way, this book poses some uncomfortable questions
about what it means to be legitimately governed, whether our trust in states is
ultimately misplaced, whether entrenched corruption is the most likely postconflict outcome, and whether our expectations of international peacebuilding
and statebuilding are ultimately self-defeating.
This globally relevant book represents the latest research from the peace and
conflict study done by Arthur V. Mauro Centre. The chapters explore conflict
transformation, peacebuilding, and storytelling through the lenses of the voices of
the intervened and the voices of the intervenors in Canadian, continental, and
international conflict contexts.
This collection of essays situates the study and practice of international
mediation and peaceful settlement of disputes within a changing global context.
The book is organized around issues of concern to practitioners, including the
broader regional, global, and institutional context of mediation and how this
broader environment shapes the opportunities and prospects for successful
mediation. A major theme is complexity, and how the complex contemporary
context presents serious challenges to mediation. This environment describes a
world where great-power rivalries and politics are coming back into play, and
international and regional organizations are playing different roles and facing
different kinds of constraints in the peaceful settlement of disputes. The first
section discusses the changing international environment for conflict
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management and reflects on some of the challenges that this changing
environment raises for addressing conflict. Part II focuses on the consequences
of bringing new actors into third-party engagement and examines what may be
harbingers for how we will attempt to resolve conflict in the future. The third
section turns to the world of practice, and discusses mediation statecraft and how
to employ it in this current international environment. The volume aims to situate
the practice and study of mediation within this wider social and political context to
better understand the opportunities and constraints of mediation in today’s world.
The value of the book lies in its focus on complex and serious issues that
challenge both mediators and scholars. This volume will be of much interest to
students, practitioners, and policymakers in the area of international negotiation,
mediation, conflict resolution and international relations.
Through a comparative analysis of six case studies, this volume illustrates key
conflict-resolution techniques for peacebuilding. Outside parties learn how to
facilitate cooperation by engaging local leaders in intensive, interactive
workshops. These opposing leaders reside in small, ethnically divided countries,
including Burundi, Cyprus, Estonia, Guyana, Sri Lanka, and Tajikistan, that have
experienced communal conflicts in recent years. In Estonia and Guyana,
peacebuilding initiatives sought to ward off violence. In Burundi and Sri Lanka,
initiatives focused on ending ongoing hostilities, and in Cyprus and Tajikistan,
these efforts brought peace to the country after its violence had ended. The
contributors follow a systematic assessment framework, including a common set
of questions for interviewing participants to prepare comparable results from a
set of diverse cases. Their findings weigh the successes and failures of this
particular approach to conflict resolution and draw conclusions about the
conditions under which such interactive approaches work, as well as assess the
audience and the methodologies used. This work features research conducted in
conjunction with the Working Group on Preventing and Rebuilding Failed States,
convened by the Wilson Center's Project on Leadership and Building State
Capacity.
This volume brings to the fore the spatial dimension of specific places and sites,
and assesses how they condition – and are conditioned by – conflict and peace
processes. By marrying spatial theories with theories of peace and conflict, the
contributors propose a new research agenda to investigate where peace and
conflict take place.
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